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Beyond Open Access…

• Opening up the whole research lifecycle – not just the final article

• Funder mandates

• Institutions – best practice and support

• Community initiatives – TOP Guidelines etc.

• Publisher/journal data sharing policies

• Multi-stakeholder initiatives – e.g. RDA, FORCE11 Data Citation Roadmap
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What are research data?

Basically: underlying 

research upon which the claims made in 

a publication rely

Image: Pixabay.com, Manuchi



• Improves the robustness of the research process

• Advances discovery and knowledge

• Credit

• Preservation 

• Translation of research into practice
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Why share data?
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• Personally identifying

• Sensitive

• Would threaten protection of human subjects

• Subject to privacy concerns

• Not in a digital format

• IP reasons
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Data that cannot be shared
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Our data sharing policies
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Understanding the basic data sharing policy
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Image: flickr.com, Ariel Dovas, CC BY-

NC 2.0

Challenges and concerns

https://www.flickr.com/photos/eviloars/4837529409/in/photolist-8ntAXt-7gpqHB-djPmBv-8ybt6M-dQTxa8-XpWrnR-jnJBpE-g9XfMJ-7N5om8-9HpqZx-4dM1TY-cmGFAQ-s1b12J-o5ruXW-FPFTU-8HWbN-aaWQ5g-8Xki51-srRt1-dqSdrC-92MZYK-ecf3ye-21558sm-agXP75-kk39a1-cmJLy1-eKMceK-597tdQ-atrD5V-bqgeoS-dqSeqN-92R8qL-HExZH-qSwhu2-96qKCL-9CC2y3-2pLaq4-nP133a-e8NXbV-don6D4-9bBy2E-e4f3Mg-27zj6W4-6HyYyF-7D6DJM-bgoNGt-7htyEk-5J8fpZ-82K77x-63PNP9
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
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Support for researchers 
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Metadata 2020
• Metadata 2020 is a collaboration that advocates richer, connected, and 

reusable, open metadata for all research outputs, which will advance scholarly 

pursuits for the benefit of society.

• “Richer metadata should be a high priority for all publishers and stakeholders. 

It’s not an operational issue but a strategic priority, for the research community 

and also for increased visibility and usage of content.” – Ginny Hendricks, 

Outreach Director, Crossref

Initiative for Open Citations (I4OC)
• A collaboration between publishers, researchers and organizations to promote 

access to data on citations that is structured, separable and open.

• “We believe that opening up and linking citation data, and enhancing the 

discoverability of content will improve knowledge, accelerate research and allow 

exciting new services to be developed for the benefit of all the players in the 

research network.” – Deborah Kahn, Publishing Director, Taylor & Francis

Supporting open initiatives
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Code Ocean Trial
• A cloud-based computational reproducibility platform that provides 

researchers and developers an easy way to share, discover, and run 

code. Currently available on 25 Taylor & Francis journals.

• A compute capsule will get a DOI and be embedded within your article upon 

the manuscript’s publication, enabling readers to view and verify the article’s 

results. Code Ocean capsules can be freely edited, modified, or downloaded 

by readers for extension and reuse.

Open Science Badges
• From the Center for Open Science. Aim is to award authors contributing to 

scientific transparency and their efforts to make their research more open.

• “It is only after many studies conducted on the same question can be combined 

and evaluated in a meta-analysis that research becomes convincing. To make 

these meta-analyses studies more effective, we need to make it easier to 

conduct them by sharing data.” – Jon Grahe, Editor, Journal of Social 

Psycholoigy

Supporting open initiatives



Thank you!

Nicolo.Pierini@tandf.co.uk


